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Upela 

Upela works with more than 25 carriers to allow you to send your 
parcels anywhere in the world at preferential rates. Thanks to Upela, 
take advantage of:

● Individual and mass mailing
● Various payment methods including SEPA direct debit
● The integration of your carrier contracts

 🚚 

Up to a 75% discount with code ARTSPER
when signing up on the dedicated webpage Upela

➔ Delivery  World 

➔ Dedicated service  +33 1 76 39 03 82 / sales@upela.com 

https://app.upela.com/subscription/artsper


Mail Boxes Etc. 

With Mail Boxes Etc. the collection, packaging and shipment of your 
works of art are carried out in a professional manner, respecting all 
sanitary measures in force. Mail Boxes Etc.'s mission is to facilitate the 
activity of its customers (companies and individuals) throughout the 
world by offering them personalized solutions, adapted to their 
activity and delivered with a unique level of expertise.

15% discount by mentioning CLIENT ARTSPER 
in additional information on the site MBE  

➔ Packaging  Europe 

➔ Delivery  Worldwide 

📦 🚚 

https://www.mbefrance.fr/en/mbe_auction_form


In’Art Transport 

In'Art Transport is a partner of all art market professionals (galleries, 
antique dealers, artists etc.). In'Art Transport's expertise is built on 
more than ten years of experience in handling, packing, moving and 
all the logistics of artworks.

📦 🚚 🔧 

10% discount from Artsper
on your quote from the website In'Art Transport

➔ Pick Up  Parisian Area 

➔ Delivery  World 

https://www.in-art-transport.fr/


Convelio  

Convelio is an art transportation company. Their mission is simple: to 
make the transportation of your artwork more efficient, safe and 
affordable. Through their online platform you can instantly book 
shipping for art and design pieces, including costs related to packing, 
customs, insurance, front-door and white-glove delivery.

📦 🚚 

10% discount with code CVOARTSPER
on the 3 first shipments on Convelio

➔ Pick-up + Delivery  World 

➔ Price range  Average of 1200€ 

https://web.convelio.com/get-a-price


Technic’Art  

Technic'Art is a company specialized in the transport and installation 
of works of art. Their team offers you a quality service, personalized, 
confidential and careful.

You can also call upon them for any request for framing, pedestals, 
restoration of works of art, canvas stretching, removal of works...

🚚 🔧 

60€ discount from Artsper
on your quote from the website Technic’Art

➔ Pick-up + Delivery  Parisian Region 

➔ Price range  250€ (shipping + installation) 

https://technic-art.hubside.fr/


Palcaisse 

Working with wood since 1970, particularly in the design and 
production of carpentry, Palcaisse guarantees the protection of your 
artwork throughout their delivery process.

5% discount with code CHRISTO
on website Palcaisse

📦

➔ Delivery  France 

https://www.palcaisse.com/?gclid=CjwKCAiAyPyQBhB6EiwAFUuakh2U8xX56UzAgbuIkXZfeugS71tMQAERjElC14FZKdxaly7pEH0cHxoC8esQAvD_BwE


Carton Market 

Carton Market offers a complete range of cardboard boxes, packaging 
and accessories for the protection and shipping of your works of art. 
Nearly 50 products are available, all of them dedicated to pack and 
secure paintings and canvases to ensure an optimal shipment of your 
artworks.

15% discount with code ARTSPER1221
for the packaging tables on the site Carton Market

📦

➔ Delivery  France 

https://www.cartonmarket.fr/category/emballages-tableaux/747/


Sud Emballage 

Sud Emballage located at Orly airport protects your works of art for 
transport in robust NIMP15 export wooden crates made to measure 
with a personalized protection and wedging, adapted to the fragility 
of each work. Sud Emballage also provides transport operations, from 
pick-up in the Paris region to delivery worldwide.

10% discount with code ARTSPER 
on the website SudEmballage

📦 📥

➔ Storage  Île de France 

https://sudemballage.fr/contact/


Facilembal 

Facilembal is a company established in Avignon for almost 10 years. It 
has its own workshop for the manufacture of custom-made cardboard 
packaging, both individually and in small series.

Facilembal also offers a wide range of protective products for 
packaging your works.

5% discount with code ARTSPER5% 
on custom-made boxes on the website Facilembal

📦

➔ Delivery  France 

https://www.facilembal.fr/carton-sur-mesure.html


Embelco 

For more than 70 years, Embelco has been offering its customers the 
best of its know-how and experience in the handling, packaging and 
national and international transport of works of art.

20% discount from Artsper
on your quote from the website Embelco

📦 🚚

➔ Packaging  Belgium 

➔ Delivery  World 

https://www.embelco.be/fr/art-antique/home


Sofrapack 

Sofrapack International, French specialist for 16 years in custom-made 
ecological packaging.

Sofrapack manufactures custom-made cardboard boxes (with or 
without cardboard pallets), an ecological and economical alternative 
to wooden boxes.

Resistant, light and ideal for export.

📦

10% discount from Artsper
on your quote from the website Sofrapack

➔ Service  Europe 

https://sofrapack.com/fr/


Popframe 

Popframe manufactures high-end museum-quality custom frames to 
create elegant paintings at reasonable prices. 

Popframe's handcrafted design is 100% French and they use natural 
acid-free materials, prolonging the life of your artwork.

15% discount with code ARTSPER15 
on the website Popframe

 🖼

➔ Delivery  France 

https://www.popframe.fr/


Easy-Frame offers a wide range of wood frames in various colors, 
styles and finishes, as well as mounts, hangers, accessories and 
glazing.

Easy-Frame uses quality materials to enhance your artwork.

Easy-Frame  🖼

➔ Delivery  Europe 

30% discount with code ARTSPER30
on the website Easyframe.co

https://www.easy-frame.co.uk/


Thanks to our partner Simply Framed you can have a high quality 
custom frame. The best American craftsmen make the custom frames 
by hand directly in the United States. 

Simply Framed   🖼

➔ Delivery  USA 

10% discount with code ARTSPER10 
on the website Simply Framed

https://simplyframed.com/


Frame Haus has been handcrafting frames in its Toronto facility for 
over 40 years. The team of professional painters, framers and 
designers work passionately to customize your artwork. 

Sustainability and environmentally friendly processes using renewable 
materials are at the heart of their framing services. 

Frame Haus 🖼

➔ Delivery  Canada 

20% discount with code ARTSPER20 
on the website Frame Haus

https://framehaus.ca/


Lama is a brand reinventing custom framing and fine art.

Their workshop based in Paris will help you in the framing of your 
artworks (drawings, paintings, lithographs, engravings, photographs 
etc.) along with your canvas stretching.

Lama Factory   🖼

➔ Delivery  EU 

15% discount with code LAMARTSPER 
on the website Lama Factory

https://lamafactory.com/en/


JPG (groupe RAJA) 

JPG, a subsidiary of the Raja group (established in 18 European 
countries with an international brand), has been offering for 40 years 
office products that will meet all your business needs.

🗃 

➔ Delivery  France 

➔ Contact  commandes@jpg.fr 

Between 10% and 25% discount
by creating an account on JPG 

mailto:commandes@jpg.fr
https://order.jpgvip.fr/easyorder/login


ERCO 

ERCO Lumières is a specialist in art lighting with LED technology. With 
perfect lighting quality and precision, ERCO has been lighting the 
collections of the world's largest galleries and museums for decades. 
Among its customers are the Prada Foundation in Milan, Art Basel, 
LUMA Arles or the Louvre Lens. 

➔  
 

Delivery  France 

➔  
 

Website  ERCO 

15% discount by mentioning ARTSPER15 
by contacting ercofrance.artsper@erco.com

💡 

https://www.erco.com/fr/projets/projets-7292/
mailto:ercofrance.artsper@erco.com


Created by an art lover, artist and sculptor, Socles et Supports has 
been able to accompany and gain the trust of museums, galleries, 
foundations, ministries, town halls, academies, artists and collectors 
throughout Europe. Elegant design, high-quality manufacturing, 
reactivity of the deadlines and custom measurements make its 
reputation.

Socles & Supports 🏺 

➔ Delivery  Europe 

20% discount with code ARTSPER20 
for custom-made bases

15% discount with code ARTSPER15
on the website Socles & Supports

https://socles-et-supports.com/fr/


Artplinths works with some of the best artists, galleries, retailers and 
designers in London. Everything is handcrafted with pride in their 
workshop. The craftsmen and carpenters specialize in wood frame 
construction, instrument making, theater sets and fine art practice. 

➔ Delivery  UK 

15% discount with code ARTPLINTHSBESPOKE
for custom-made bases

10% discount with code ARTPLINTHS
on the website Artplinths

🏺 Artplinths 

https://artplinths.co.uk/shop/


Pedestal Source is a team of fabricators with a passion for craft and 
construction. They provide expert advice and craftsmanship to ensure 
that your artwork is displayed with elegance. Established since 1987 
they are proud to have built hundreds of thousands of displays for 
some of the world's finest museums, galleries and homes. 

Pedestal Source 🏺 

➔ Delivery  USA, Canada 

15% discount with code ARTSPER 
on the website Pedestal Source

https://www.pedestalsource.com/


I-Virtual 360° 
 
 Your exhibition deserves to be seen by as many people as possible, 
think of the virtual tour! Whether you are a gallery owner or an artist, 
I-Virtual 360° creates and develops virtual tours in 360° vision, 
accessible in one click on social networks and on the web.

25% discount from Artsper
by contacting Rym.marsit@I-virtual360.fr  

🖥 

➔  
 

Service  Île de France 

➔  
 

Exemple  Visit gallery Barrou Planquart 

mailto:Rym.marsit@I-virtual360.fr
https://storage.net-fs.com/hosting/6836878/6/


Kunstmatrix 

Kunstmatrix is a provider for digital tools for virtual exhibitions. It 
focuses mainly on 3D virtual exhibitions on the web and their 
multifaceted use, especially in the art market. It has a service agency 
for clients with advanced requirements (consultancy, feature 
development, special architecture, etc.)

Get a BASIC+ subscription
by creating an account on Kunstmatrix

🖥 

➔  
 

Utilization  English speaking 

➔  
 

Discount  Add 2 times more works for  
the price of a BASIC subscription 

https://accounts.kunstmatrix.com/a/artsper/register


Artlogic 

Artlogic is the leading provider of online solutions for the art world. 
Working with over 3,800 galleries, artists and collectors in more than 
70 countries, they help art businesses bring everything together. Their 
integrated online database, sales CRM, marketing tools, template 
websites, and online viewing rooms make running your art business 
efficient and easy. Founded in 1994, Artlogic has teams in London, 
New York, and Berlin.

➗

First 2 months offered thanks to Artsper
by contacting hello@artlogic.com on the site Artlogic

➔ Utilization  English speaking 

mailto:hello@artlogic.com
https://artlogic.net/artlogic/art-gallery-software/


ArtPlacer 

ArtPlacer is a comprehensive art marketing platform with a variety of 
tools to help art professionals. These tools include a library of spaces 
to create beautiful models of artworks in context and a virtual 
exhibition creator for an interactive 3D experience. 

➗ 

➔ Utilization  English speaking 

Up to 20% discount with code ARTSPER 
for annual subscriptions and 15% for monthly 

monthly subscriptions on the website ArtPlacer

https://www.artplacer.com/?utm_source=artsper&utm_medium=referral


Masterpiece Manager 

Since 1994 Masterpiece art gallery management software and website 
solutions have been the leading choice of galleries throughout the 
world. Their goal is to provide you a single system that takes away the 
hard work out of running an art gallery so you can focus on what really 
matters... your artists and your customers!

➗ 

Up to 50% discount from Artsper
on management software and website creation
by contacting sales@masterpiecesolutions.com

➔ Utilization  English speaking 

mailto:sales@masterpiecesolutions.com


Odoo 

Odoo is a suite of applications covering all your business needs: 
emailing, accounting, inventory, billing... 

Odoo is easy to use: choose only the services you need to manage 
your daily life.

➗ 

➔ Region  Europe 

Entre 5% et 10% de la part d’ARTSPER 
en contactant doda@odoo.com sur le site ODOO

mailto:doda@odoo.com
https://www.odoo.com/fr_FR


WePrint 

WePrint is a French online printing company specialized in design and 
digital printing, composed of a team of passionate people who 
perfectly master the design and creation of innovative products. 
WePrint prints all your products near you, from Paris and Montpellier, 
allowing them to deliver to you quickly.

🖨

15% discount with code ARTSPER15 
on stationery items on the site WePrint

➔ Delivery  France, Belgium, Luxembourg 

https://www.weprint-shop.fr/


Le Quotidien de l’Art 
 

Created in 2011, Le Quotidien de l'Art is the first digital daily 
newspaper on art and its actors. In 2018, it joined the Beaux Arts & 
Cie group, a leader in the cultural press in Europe.

🗞 

➔ Utilization 
 

Francophone 

15 days free access from Artsper
by contacting abonnement@lequotidiendelart.com 

mailto:abonnement@lequotidiendelart.com

